
Good morning to you all, what I want to share with you today is by no means my own work but 
culled from the amazing words and thoughts of Eddy Askew former director of the Leprosy Mission  
  
In the book of Numbers we can read of Moses battle of trying to lead Gods rebellious people Israel 
and their constant complains......when we were in Egypt we had fish to eat , cucumbers, melons, 
leeks onions and garlic, (well each to their  own , as they say) all this moaning hit Moses hard (you 
can read all about it in Nums 11:4-17 ) but at least he had the good sense to pray about these 
problems even though I would say he was heading into acute depression. Why have you brought all 
this trouble on your servant? What have I done to displease you ? I cannot carry all these people by 
myself!!   God responded with giving him a committee!! Don't you just love Gods sense of 
humour...........a committee of 70 hallelujah!!! Gather together seventy of the elders of Israel 
 
What can we glean from this story? Firstly, we are never alone, our Father God never leaves us  nor 
forsakes us because even whilst he is bemoaning his problem he is actually talking to God and 
therefore sharing the problem. Futhermore had he stopped and looked around him , help in the 
shape of the elders was there all the time. And, unbelievably, God can work through committees!! 
Through Gods Spirit they can become sensitive and responsive to His will and purposes. 
  
I know how Moses felt Lord 
Everything piling up, so much to do 
I can't see the end of it 
And when that's done , there'll be more 
Spinning around, people places, times, voices , asking , demanding, expecting. 
 
And I feel alone, I just can't make it like this 
 
But then I find a moments quiet.....like this one Lord 
And I'm not alone anymore  
It's not that you've suddenly arrived, you were here all the time, and I've found you again 
It's just that all those other things got in the way , and I was too busy 
 
Lord , I can see you again 
 
And there are others too 
Help me not to fool myself into thinking they all need MY help 
I'm not really so important  
Maybe it's that I want to feel needed 
Need to feel needed 
It's satisfying to think the world spins around me.......even though it's a sham 
 
It can be easier than asking for help 
Easier than sharing, and saying I can't do it all 
 
Lord show me the joy of sharing.....my problems.....my work........my hopes 
Like Jesus did 
Thank you Lord, for sharing your work with me 
Show me how to share it with others 
 
My friends may we enjoy a day of sharing Gods will , blessings and grace today  


